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From the old-school RuneScape Wiki To list each task sorted to certain requirements, see Diary of Achievement/All Achievements. The Wildlife Diary is a set of diaries of achievements, whose tasks are performed exclusively in the wild. Thus, players are advised to bring armor, food and
weapons with which they will defend themselves if they are attacked by the killers of the players. Location Of Small Fanatic To perform all tasks players will need statistics shown in the infobox on the right. Unless stated otherwise, temporary training may be used for all diary tasks. Players
wishing to receive the award can do so from Little Fanatic in Edgeville, east of The Prison where Christie's is located. Please note that players must fill out a diary from the previous level to qualify for the next level of awards; for example, players must perform simple and medium-sized tasks
to require reward from complex tasks. Easy to edit the edit source Skills required 15 Agility 21 Magic 15 Mining quests required to enter the Abyss Awards edit source medium edit source awards edit source hard edit source editing source quests required Death Plateau Mag Arena Target
quest (s) Necessary skills (s) Necessary skills (s) Necessary elements, necessary elements, 1. Throw one of the 3 God spells against another player in the desert. Magician Arena 60 Saradomin staff, Guthix staff, Void Knight mace or zamorak staff, 4 4 2 (run vary depending on spell) To
throw one of the god spells outside the Mag Arena, you must first throw it 100 times in the arena (casting a spell on another player while inside the Mag Arena does not require 100 casts). Splashing your cast won't count on the challenge. 2. Charge the balloon. No 66 Infirm Ball, 30 3 3.
Catch a black salamander. No 67 Small fishing net, rope 4. Smith is adamant scimitar in the resource field. No 75 Hammer, 6000 coins (7500 if you haven't completed average diaries), 2 adamantite bars, slash arms/knife for the internet if you use the wildlife lever 5. Kill the lava dragon and
bury the bones on Lava Dragon Island. No weapon to kill the lava dragon, the anti-dragon shield recommended Note: Capturing and dumping bones with Telekinetic Grab will not count on the task. 6. Kill Chaos Elementary. There is no equipment to kill Chaos Elementary. You must do him
the most serious damage; simply assisting the kill will not count on this task. Ironman players must do all the damage and other players should not be directed at the boss during the fight. 7. Kill a crazy archaeologist, Chaos Fanatic and Scorpio. There is no equipment to kill a mad
archaeologist, Chaos Fanatic and Another task will reset the progress of this task (this includes tasks from other diaries). The update on 10/2/2016 did it, so you can jump worlds between kills and it will still count. You can also bank between murders. Being killed won't fold the bill. In B Case,
you must do her the most damage; simply assisting the kill will not count on this task. Ironman players must do all the damage and other players should not be directed at the boss during the fight. 8. Take the tinge shortcut from Trollheim to the desert. Death Plateau 64 No 9. Kill a spiritual
warrior in the dungeon of the Wildlife God. No 68 Weapons to kill a spiritual warrior, God equipment to keep followers of the gods passive. 10. Fish some damp eel lava in the desert. No 53 Oyli fishing rod, fishing bait, slash arms to cut the net. Reward (edit the source of editing) Elite edit
source Target quest (s) Necessary skills (s)Needed items needed 1. Kill Callisto, Venenati and Vet'ion. There is no equipment to kill Callisto, Venenatis and Vet'ion. The order doesn't matter. Another task will reset the progress of this task. Like all other killcount boss, you have to do the most
damage to the boss; simply assisting in the kill will not count on this task. Ironman players must do all the damage and the other player cannot be targeted by the boss during the fight. 2. Teleport to Gorrock. Desert Treasure 96 8 2 3. Fish and cook a dark crab in the resource area. No 85 90
lobster pot, dark fishing bait, 3,750 coins (if tough tasks are done, 6000 coins with an average, or else bring 7500). 4. Smith run scimitar from scratch in the resource zone. No 85 90 Any pickaxe, hammer, 3750 coins (if tough tasks are done, 6000 coins with an average, or else bring 7500).
Note: There are no runite rocks in this area, instead you have to kill two Runite golems and mine them. You have to mine both for this to work, coal can be delivered with you. Overheating doesn't count here! You can leave the resource area between steps. Your progress will be saved if you
logut, but will reset if another diary task is launched. 5. Steal from the chest (Castle of robbers). No 84 No 6. Kill the spiritual magician inside the dungeon God of The War of the Wild. No 83 60 or 60 Weapons to kill a spiritual magician, God equipment to keep god followers passive. 7. Cut
and burn some magic logs in resources. No 75 75 Any wooden axe, tinderbox, 3750 coins (if tough tasks are made, 6000 coins with an average, or else bring 7500). You can't use a short bow to light up a magic log (barbaric firework) to finish the task. Reward (edit source editing) Changes
(edited source editing) Date change July 16, 2015 (update) Corrected typo to get in Ardougne, Karamja, Morytania and Wilderness Diaries. April 30, 2015 (update) Now you have to kill each of the semi-bosses and wildlife bosses to perform each of Tasks. Share a list of each task sorted by
specific requirements, see Achievements/All Achievements. Wildlife, Wildlife God War Dungeon 2500 7500 15000 50,000 Wildlife Achievement is a set of achievements related to wildlife and its its released on March 5, 2015. To complete all tasks, players will need statistics shown on the
right. Please note that you have to do simple tasks first in order to qualify for a reward from the middle, hard or elite. Light Skills Required 21 Magic 15 Agility 15 Mountain Quests required Reward Medium quests required, launched between the rock ... Rewards Of Difficult Quests required a
task quest (s) necessary skills (s) the necessary items needed 1. Throw one of the 3 God spells against another player in the desert. Magician Arena 60 Saradomin staff, Guthix staff, Void Knight mace or zamorak staff, 244 (run vary depending on the spell) To throw one of the god of spells
outside the Mag Arena, you must first throw it 100 times in the arena (casting a spell on another player while inside the Mag Arena does not require 100 casts). Splashing your cast won't count on the challenge. 2. Charge the balloon. No 66 Infirm Ball, 330 3. Catch a black salamander. No
67 Small fishing net, rope 4. Smith is adamant scimitar in the resource field. No 75 Hammer, 6000 coins (7500 if you haven't completed average achievements), 2 adamantite bars 5. Kill the lava dragon and bury the bones on Lava Dragon Island. No weapon to kill the lava dragon, the anti-
dragon shield recommended WARNING: Grabbing and burying the bones with Telekinetic Grab will not count on the task. 6. Kill Chaos Elementary. There is no equipment to kill Chaos Elementary. You must do him the most serious damage; simply assisting the kill will not count on this



task. 7. Kill a crazy archaeologist, Chaos Fanatic and Scorpio. There is no equipment to kill the crazy archaeologist, Chaos Fanatic and Scorpio. Another task will reset the progress of this task (this includes tasks from other sets of achievement tasks). The update on 10/2/2016 did it, so you
can jump worlds between kills and it will still count. You can also bank between murders. In the case of Scorpio, you must do the most damage to her; simply assisting the kill will not count on this task. 8. Take the tinge shortcut from Trollheim to the desert. Death Plateau 64 No 9. Kill a
spiritual warrior in the dungeon of the Wildlife God. No 68 Weapons to kill a spiritual warrior, God equipment to keep followers of the gods passive. 10. Fish some damp eel lava in the desert. No 53 Oyli fishing rod, fishing bait, slash arms to cut the net. Elite Rewards quests require a task
quest (s) Necessary Skills (s) Necessary Items needed 1. Kill Callisto, Venenati and Vet'ion. There is no equipment to kill Callisto, Venenatis and Vet'ion. The order doesn't matter. Perform tasks will reset the progress of this task. Like all other killcount boss, you have to do the most damage
to the boss; simply assisting in the kill will not count on this task. 2. Teleport to Gorrock. Desert Treasure 96 28 3. Fish and cook a dark crab in the resource area. No 85 90 lobster pot, dark dark bait, 3750 coins (if difficult tasks are done, or else bring 7500). 4. Smith run scimitar from scratch
in the resource zone. No 85 90 Any pick, hammer, 6000 coins if Wilderness average tasks are done, 3750 coins if Wild hard tasks are done (or else bring 7500). Note: You have to mine and smell like ore and coal in the resource area for this to work. Overheating doesn't count here! you can
leave the resource area to do this task. Leaving the system can reset the task. 5. Steal from the chests of desert robbers. No 84 No 6. Kill the spiritual magician inside the dungeon God of The War of the Wild. No 83 60 or 60 Weapons to kill a spiritual magician, God equipment to keep god
followers passive. 7. Cut and burn some magic logs in resources. No 75 75 Any wooden axe, tinderbox, 6000 coins if Wilderness medium tasks are done, 3,750 coins if Wilderness tough tasks are performed (or else bring 7500). You can't use a short bow to light up a magic log (barbaric
firework) to finish the task. Community reward content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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